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Abstract. Let ,/ 1 be the real form of a complex simple Jordan 
algebra such that the automorphism group is F4(_2oi-By using 
some orbit types of F4c-2o) on ,/1, for F4(-20), explicitly, we give the 
lwasawa decomposition, the Oshima-Sekiguchi's Ke•lwasawa de-
composition, the Matsuki decomposition, and the Bruhat and Gauss 
decompositions. 
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Let G be a connected non-compact semisimple R-Lie group of which the 
center Z(G) is finite. We denote its R-Lie algebra by g = Lie(G). Let 0 be 
a Cartan involution of n and its Cartan decomposition g = f④ p where f := 
{Xeg10X=X} andμ:={Xegl0X=-X}. Leto be a maximal abelian 
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subspace of p, a• the dual space of o, and m = Z1(a) the centralizer of a off. 
For each ,1 E o•, let 9;. :={XE g 1.[H, X] = }.(H)X for al HE a}.). is called a 
root of (g, a) if ,1 # O and 9;. # {O}. We denote the set of roots of (g, o) by L 
Then g = g。⑤ Li.eこ9;.,[9;., g,Ic ¥Ji.+↓ "'09;, = g—; :,and g。=acm・(cf. [8, Ch Y]). 
We introduce an ordering in a•, and this ordering single out the set L+ of 
positive roots. We denote L―: ={-Aし1入eどり， 1+ :=こi.Er.-9;.,and n―:= 
Li.Et-9; . Then n+ and n―are mlpotent subalgebras suc + h that 0茫 =1 (resp) 
and g = n―④ (1 〶 m©町.For each involutive automorphism <p on G, we denote 
the subgroupぴ ={g E GI <p(g) = g} of G. Let 0 be an involutive automorphism 
on G, of which the differential at the identity element is the Cartan involution 0 
of g: d0 = 0, and K := G0 Note that Lie(K) = f, K is connected and closed, 
and that K is a maximal compact subgroup of G (cf. 17,Ch VJ, Theorem 1.11). 
We denote the subgroups A := exp a, N±:= exp忙 (resp),and M :=な(a)the 
centralizer of a of K, respectively. Then the identity connected component M0 of 
M is a connected Lie subgroup corresponding to m, and 0(N打=Nエ(resp).
We denote the nonnalizer of n of K by M●、=N州 ）， andthe finite factor group 
W := M*/M. For al ivE W, we fix a representative 1ve M'. Then 
(1) G=KAN+ ( Iwasawa decompos1t1on) 
(2) G =且N喩 MAN十 (Bruhatd ecompos1t1on). 
WE W 
(2)'G = N-MAN+ (G auss decompos1t1on). 
(cf. [7], [ 11]). For any g E G, there exist unique elements k(g) EK, H(g) En, and 
叫g)EN+ such that 
g = k(g)(exp H(g))n1(g). 
In (2) , the submantfold N-MAN+ is open dense in C, and for any g E 
N- MAN"~ , there exist unique elemernts nc;(g) EN-, mc(g) EM, c佑(g)EA,and 
n名(g)EN+ such that 
g = nc;(g)mG(g)知 (g)nt(g).
However, inthis article, the existence and uniqueness or factors or Iwasawa and 
Gaus decompos1t1ons for the Lie group F4(_20) wil be shown b y usmg concrete 
F 4(-20)-orbtts and stab山zersof F4<_20l in [13]. 
According to [ 14 Definition I. 11,a signature of roots is defined by the 
mapping e of I to { -l, l}such tha1t r. satisfies the rollowing conditions: 
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(i) Ii(ん） = e(-i.) for any A Er, 
(i) e(i. + p) = e(え）e(μ) if i.,μand A+μEL. 
According to [14, Definition 1.2], for any signature e of roots with respect to the 
Cartan involution 0, the involutive automorphism 0c of g is defined as 
(i) 0r.(X) := c(え）0(X) for any }.、EEand XE阪
(i) 0c(X) = 0(X) for any XE a⑤ 1. 
Setting fr. ={XE gl0,X = X} and Pr.:= {XE gl0r.X = -X}, 9 = f,〶 p,. . We 
denote the connected Lie subgroup having the Lie algebra f0 by (K,.)°. We define 
the subgroup Kr. by 
Kr.:= (Kr.)0M 
In fact, since al elements of M normalize (K,.)0 from [ 14, Lemma I .4(i)], K, 1s a 
subgroup of C. We denote 
Mr.':= Kr.n M •, W" := Mr.*/M. 
PROPOSITION 9.1 (T. Oshima and J. Sekiguchi [14, Proposition I.IOI). Let 
the jac1or set W,. ¥ W = { 1v1 = I, 咋...'叱}1vhere r = [ W : W,.]. Fix representa-
lives , 祈=l, Iと.1句.E M; = K,: n /11 • .for 1v1 = I, 1v2, .. , w,. Then the decom-
posi1ion 
c:, u;=I Kふ AN+
has the fol/01vinq properlies. 
(1) f k1,,1an = k情；1a'n'with k,k'eK,. a,a'eA, and n,n'EN+, then k=k', 
i=), a=a', and 1=11'. 
(2) The map (k,a,n) i-+ k吼andefines an analytic diffeomorphism o.f the 
product ma111/old K,: X A X 炉 onto the open submanifold KふAN+。,jG 
(i = I, ... r). 
(3) The submani/i>ld UいKi:和，AN+is open dense in G 
The decomposition G = LJ,. I<ふAN+is called the K,.-hvasmva decompo-i=I
sition CJ/ G 
If a group G acts on a set S, we denote the poinrwise stabilizer of finite 
set {x,, .. , ;、:1}of S by G、,．ヽ.,:={qEG[qふ ＝入:;for i = 1, .., n}, and the 
G-orbit or x ES by C・x := {q、・Ig E C}. We denote the Kronecker delta by o;.1・
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Let O be the octonions having the conjugation ,¥: and inner product (xly) for 














with ~; E R, x; E 0. In [ 13, §I], the exceplionaf Jordan algebra ,/ 1 
by 
.I':= {が(~,'ら，ら， x,,x2,;、:1) I~、 E R, x;E O}
. . IS 01ven ::, 
with the Jordan product X o Y = 2-1(XY + YX) for X、YEf1. Put£= 
が(l,1,l;0,0,0),E;:=h1(ふ，1,o;,2,ou;0,0,0),and F;'(x) := h1(0,0,0;6i.l凡ふ，2X,
3 ふ，3x).Thenが（ふ，ら，ら，功，Xふ均）= Li=I(もE;+月（ふ） • We recal that JI has 
3 the rrace tr(X) : =こL,も whereX =区i=I(らE;+ F/(ふ）， theinner product 
(XI Y) := tr(X o Y), the cross product X x Y by 
入~X Y := 2―1 (2X o Y -tr(X) Y -tr(Y)X + (tr(X) tr(Y) -(XI Y)E) 
as well as xx2 := X x X, and the de1erminan1 det(X) := 3―I (XJXx2), 




(XIY) = (L:=, e;r;;) + 2(入:,IY1)ー 2(x2IY2)-2(巧IY3),
det(X) =¢1ぐ2らー 2(II (ふゃ）、巧） 一e,(xd刈）＋ら(x2Iゃ）＋ら(x叶均），
xx2 = (と2~3 -(ふjx,)£1+ (ど3も+(x2I-均)）£2+ (もも+(x3lx3)£3 
＋吋(-x2均ー もふ）＋尻（巧了ー (2X2)+吋（可巧 らー均）
where X =こ，~=I に，E,-+ F,.1 (x,-) and Y = L:=1 (r;,-E; + F,.1 (y,-). We recall chat ,t1 
has the exceptional hyperbolic planes . 忍炉 andthe exceptional null cones .A↑ +, 
ハ―as 
:;If':= {Xe,111Xx2 =0,tr(X) = l,(EdX);: I}, 
之 :={XE,/1 I xx2 = 0, tr(X) = I, (£1IX)::; O}, 
バ :={XE,/1 I xx2 = 0, tr(X) = 0, (£ 什X)> O}, 
ぷ―:={XE ,/1 I xx2 = 0, tr(X) = 0, (£1 IX)< O} 
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respectively. ln Lemma IO. l7,we wil show the f I ・ oowingequations: 
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f i) {XE .Y/?I (EilX) = I}={£ 小
(i) {XE .YI'I (EdX) = O} = 2-1(S8 + (£2 + Eサ）：っ{£2,£サ
where S8 = {と(£2ー 局）＋月(x)Iど+(xix)=I}. 
The exceptional Lie group F4(_20) is given by 
(9.3) 
F4(-20) := {g E GLR(/1) I g(X O Y) = gX O g Y} 
Then 
tr(gX) = tr(X), gE = E, (gXlg Y) = (XI Y),
g(X x Y) = gX x g Y, det(gX) = det(X) 
for al g e F 4r _20) and X, Y e ,f1, from I 13,Proposition 1.8]. In [21, Theorem 
2.2.2] and I 22, Theorem 2.14. I], I. Yokota has proved that F 4(.20) isconnected 
and a simply connected semisimple Lie group of type F4(-20), by showing the 
polar decomposition F4(_20):: Spin(9) x R!6 with the center Z(F4(-20)) = {l} 
([21, Theorem 2.14.2]). We denote the elements p+,P-ej'1 by P十：＝が(I,-I, 
O; 0, 0, l) and P―:= h1(-1. 10;0,0, l) respectively. From [13, Proposition 0.1], 
we recall that the exceptional hyperbolic planes and the exceptional null cones are 





??? （ （ ? ? ? ?
?
加 =F4(-20l・ £1, 
記=F4(-20)・E2 = F4(-20)・ £3, 
J町=F4(-20)・p+, 
✓v「= F4(-20l・p-_ 
For iE{l,2,3}, we denote the element G;EF4{-20) by 
心ご~I(砂+F/(xj))) := 区）~=/砂+ fjl (-]) 1-,51./,¥j)) 
I (see [13, §4]), and the involuLive inner automorphism u; u;(g) := u;(Ju;-= u;go; 
for g E F 4(_20)・ We simply write a and a for u1 and 01, respectively. Set (G, 0) = 
(F4(_20),ri) and K := (F4(_20i)r1. From [13, Proposition 4.8] (note (F4(-20))ら=
(F4(-20)恥）， thestabilizers (F4c_20)i:, and (F4(-20)1:.・2 are connected two-hold 
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covering groups of S0(9) and so0(8, I),respectively. So we denote Spin(9) := 
(F4(-20})f, and Spin゜(8,I):= (F4(_20)£1, respectively. By [13, Proposition 4.14], 
(9.8) K = (F4(-20))E, = Spin(9) 
(9.9) (F4(-20l戸=(F4(_20)£1 = Spin°(8, I) 
Then 
:/f-.:: F4(-20)/Spin(9), :Yf'-.:: F4(-20J!Spin゜(8,I). 
We denote D4 := (F4(-20J)E, らもに K).From [13, Lemma 3.2(1) and Proposi-
tion 2.6(I)], D4 is a connected two-hold covering group of S0(8), and set 
Spin(8) := 04. We denote the Lie algebras f4c-2oJ := Lie(F4(-20) and b4 := 
Lie(D4) = {DE f4(_20) I DE;= 0, i = I, 2,3}, respectively From [ 13, Lemma 3.9], 
T4,_20i has the decompos1t1on 
i4(-20) = 1)4④ i:'i1c 的④ul where u;1 := {A;'(a)iaEO} 
(see [ I 3,§3]). The differential da of a at the identity is often denoted by a. From 
(13, Lemma 7.2(2), da is a Cartan involution with a Canan decomposition 
f4(-2o) = fcp. We denote a, := exp(t八(1) with tER, the one-parameter sub-
group A:= {a, I IE R}, the Lie algebra o := {tAj(l) ItER} o「A,and the linear 
functional o. on n such that o.(社(1)= 1. Set the centralizer M := {k EK I 
kAl(l)k―1 = Aj(I)} of o of K, and its Lie subalgebra 1t := {ゆE[I [ゆ，Aj(l)]= 
O}. Then 
(9. 10) ma = am for al m E /VJ and a E A 
From [ 13,Lemma 3.2(2) _and Proposition 2.6(2)], (F4(_20)£ 心 ,t:i,Fi'(IJis a con-
nected two-hold covering group of SO(?), and set Spin(?):= (F4(_20))E, E: ふ吋(I)・
By [13, Proposition 7.4], 
(9.1 I) M = Spin(?) = (F4(-20J)£ 心ぶFi(I)= (F4(-20)£,t-}(I) 
with jE {1,2}. In particular, M is connected. From [13, Lemma 7.5], n isa 
maximal abelian subspace of p with the folowing root space decomposition of 
(f4(-20), a): 
(9. l2) f4(-20) = g_2, ④ gーな R(I④m④ 9, ④g互
the set of roots I = {士a,士2cr.},and 茫＝圧 EB~1士2, (resp). Then g~(resp. g_~) 
is parameterized by the octonions 0: 
(9 lJ) g, = { <.§,(入:)lxEO} (resp. g_~={<.§_ 1 (、x:)lxE O})
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where宕 (x):=ふ(x)+ A~(平x) (resp) and g2" (rew ( J_2≪) 1s parameterized by 
the vector parts Im O = {ご r他、Ir;ER} f i=I o octonions: 
(9.14) gゎ＝｛約(p)jpElmO} (resp. g_h={釦 (p)I /J E Im O}) 
where 和 (p):=Al(砂 ）一o(p)(resp) and o(p)E111cb4 (see /13, §7]). 
Set N±: = exp 1±= {exp(包 (x)+知(p)I入:E 0, p E Im O} (resp). Because of 
因 (x),約2(p)]= 0 (resp), 
(9.15) exp和 (p)exp勾 (x)= exp(四 (x)+約2(p))
= exp <1±1 (x) exp約2(p) (resp). 
By [13, Lemma 7.1], for any De b4 and a e O, 
(9.16) { (i) do;D = D, (ii) da尤(a)=ふ(a),
(i) do月(a)=→り(a) for j = i +1, i + 2 
where indexes i, i + I, i + 2,j are counted modulo 3. Then we get 
(9.17) do和 (x)=<1':i:,(xL dG和 (p)=知(p) (resp), 
(9.18) aexp(~1土 1(x) + 0'±2 (p)) = exp(0':i:, (x) + 0':;:2 (p)) (resp) 
with x E O and p E Im 0. Especially, G(N勺=N干 (resp).By [13, Corollary 
8.9], 
(9.19) (F4(-20J)p-=炉M =MN+ 
Then from (9.7), 
ぷ―：：= F4{-20)/ MN+ 
Fix the Cartan involution O := diJ and set e(et.) = e(-et.) := -I and e(2et.) = 
e(-2et.) := I on I. Then e satisfies conditions (i)and (i) of the signature of roots, 
and we consider the involutive automorphism 0,. We use same notations f, 
(K,:)°, K,., M', M、:',W, and W,, coresponding to notations of given for general 
C, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. (I) 0,:=応 0/1j4(-20)・
(2) Oi: can be l,jied on 1he qroup F4(-20l asみ and
(9.20) K, = (F4(-20)み ==(F4(-20)恥=Sp諮(8,I) 
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PROOF. Since Mc D4 by (9.11), m c b4 Let IE R, DE 1, x E 0, and 
p E Im 0. Then using (9.16), (9.17), and the definition of'e, 
dみ(cA~(l)+ D) = 叫ー (¥)+ D = 0(1Al(t) + D) = 0r.(lAj(l) + D), 
命和(x)= -{§ 干,(x) = e(土IY.)0和 (x)= O,<fJ±, (x), 
蒻復士2(p)=妬2(p)=e(士加）0約2(p)= 0ふ2(p)
Thus it follows from (9.12), (9. 13), and (9.14) that応 =0, on i4,_2o)・Then 
0e can be lifted on F4(-20) asみ.From (9.9), we see (K,)゜=Spin゜(8,I)= 
(F4(-20)戸=(F4(-20})£2, and Mc (F4(-lO})E2 by (9. I I). Therefore K. = (Kr.)0 M 
= (F4(-20)£2・ □ 
PROPOSITION 9.3. (I) M'= M且aM.Especially, 
W = {M,aM}~{l ,v}~ Z2 
(2) Mt= M'= M且aM.Especially, 
We= {M,uM}~{ 1, a}~Z2, [W: Wi:] = I 
PROOF. (1) Fix k EM•. Then kAj(l)kーl=社(1)for some IE R We set 
B as the Killing form of f4(-lOJ, and a negative definite inner product 
Ba(ゆ，が） := B(ゆ，6が）forゆ，r/J'Ef4(-2o)・Then Ba(社(t),Aj(l)=島(k八(I)k-1,
k心(l)/,-1)=戸Ba(Al(l),ふ(l)).Thus 1 =士l,so that M• = {ke Klk社(l)kー1
= Al(土l)}.Put l = {k EK I kA](l)k-1 = Aj(-1)}. Then M* = M且L.Now, 
a e (F4(-lO)£, = K by {9.8), and aAJ(l)a-1 = a刈(1)=八(-1) by (9.16). 
Therefor (JEM*, and since ak EM for al k EL, we get l = aM. Hence (l) 
follows. 
(2) Because of函=E2 and (9.20), we see a E (F4(-20)加=K,. Then 
aE K,n M* = M;. 拿. Therefore, because M is a subgroup of M,.• and (I), M'= 
M且(JMC Mt*こ M*,and so (2) follows. 口
From [W: W,;] = l and Proposition 9.1, the submanifold K,AN+ isopen 
dense in F4(-20), and for any g e KcAN+, there exist unique elements k、,(g)e Kr., 
比(g)Ea, and ne(g) E炉 suchthat 
g = k,(g) exp(Hr.(g))nr.(g). 
However, this fact wil be actually shown in this article. 
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For x e 0, we denote Q刊x):==が(0,0,0;x,え，0)and Q―(x) :=が(0,0,0;
x, ーヌ，0).We wil prove the folowing main-theorem in§11. 
MAJN THEOREM 9.4 (The explicit lwasawa decompositon of F4c-ioi)-For 
any g E F4(-lO), there exist unique k(g) EK, H(g) e o, and n1(g) e N+ such 
that 
g = k(exp H(g))n1(g) 
where 
(i) 
-1 H(g) = 2-1 log(-(gP-1 E1))A3(1) E o, 
(i) n,(g) = exp((!Jl (ゲ（江。(gQ屯）I E1)e,)/(gP―Iふ）
｀デ（区，~= I (gF~(e,) I£1)e;) / (gP―IE1)))EN+, 
(i) k(g) =砂 (g)―1exp(-H(g)) EK. 
We define the equivalence relation ~ on .,作 by
def 
X ~ Y <=> Y =rX for some r > 0 
where X, Ye ..A~ ―. We denote the quotient set 
・~:=ぷ―/~.
and the equivalence class of X e ✓1,- by [X]. From (9.7), F4(-20) acts on ff: 
g[X] := [gX] for g E F4(-20l and XE./町













F4c_20i/ MAN+= :F. 
y = K・IP―J. 
f7 = Spin(9)/Spin(7). 
l 
Since rX E _Ar-for al r > 0 and XE町，ぷ―isa cone in ,/ . Setting 
I •• 
-✓1~+ :={-XI XEバ}we see that .A~- = -✓ り+ from the definitions ofぷ＋> 
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and右， andthat aP-= _p+_ And noting that !F = ./Vj-/~, (9.3), and 
$7~S15 (see Proposition 11.2), we draw the following figure. 
N1-
H' 
We will prove the following main-theorem in§12 
MAIN T細 OREM9.6 (The explicit Kr.-Iwasawa decomposition of F4,_20). 
Kr.AN+ = {g E F4(-20) I (gP―I局） # O} 
. = {g E F4(-20) I (gP―1£ サ>O} 
Furthermore, the submanijold Kr.AN+ is open dense in F4,_20)・




(i) H,.(g) = 2―1 log((gP―I£2)八(I)Ea, 
(i) nc(g) = exp他 (2― 1区、~=O(gぴ(e;)I E2)e;)/(gP―I£2)) 
+C.§2(-2ー！（江I(gF31 (e;) I£ 池）/(gP―1£ サ） EN+, 
(ii) kc(g) = gnc(Y)―1 exp(-Hi:(q)) 
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We denote the elements P12, P五E,/1by P12 :=が(-1,J, O;0, 0, I)= p-and 
P13 := h 1 (-1. 0 l O I.0) ; ,  , respectively. We wil prove the following theorems 
in§13. 
T細 OREM9.7. ff decomposes into the following two K,-orbits・ 
ff = 且~2 K, · [P「,1
where 
K,; ・!P,2] = {[X] E YI (X l£2) テ~O} = {IX] E YI (Xl£2) > O}, 
Kt・IP丘I={[X] EYl(Xl£2) =0}. . 
MAIN THEOREM 9.8 (The explicit Matsuki decomposition of F4(-20)  
F4(-20) = KcMAN十且K,:exp(-2―1nA/(l)MAN+ 
where K,MAN+ = KcAN+ and 
K, exp(-2―'叫 (I)MAN+={g E F4(-20) [ (gP―I£2) = O} 
Theorems 9.7 and 9.8 are special cases of general theory [10, Theorems 
]-Corollary and 3] 
Since the Bruhat decomposition is associated with the N―-orhits on 
F4(-2o)/ MAN八we wil show the following theorem Ill§14 
THEOREM 9.9. ff decomposes i110 1he following two N--orbits: 
where 
.97 = N―・[P-]IJN-・[vP―l 
N― [P―l = {[X] E, 多;I (XI uP―) > O} = {IX] E ff I (XI aP―) i=O}, 
N―・[aP-] = {[X] E YI (XI aP-) = O} = {[vP-]}. 
We wil prove the following main-theorem in§14. 
MAIN THEOREM 9.10. (I) (The explicit Bruhat decomposition of F4(-20)), 




N-MAN+ = {g E F4(-20) I (gP―jaP―)がO}
= {g E F4(-20) I (gP―¥aP―) > O}, 
aMAN+ = N―aMAN+ 
= {g E F4(-20) I (gP―laP―) = O} 
= {g E F4(-20) I g(P―] = [aP―]} 
Furthermore, che submanifold N-MAN+ is open dense in F4(-20)・
(2) {The explicit Gauss decomposition of F4c-20))-
For any g E N-MAN+, there exist unique nc; (g) E N-, 四 (g)EM, ao(g) EA, 
and nt(g) EN+ such that 
g = nc;(g)呪 (g)ac(g)nt(g)
where 
(i) ao(g) = exp(2―1 log(4―l(gP―I oP-))Al(t)) EA, 
(i) nc(g) = exp(釦 (-2―I(江。(Q―(e;)[ gP―) e;)/(gP―la『)）
(ii) 
(iv) 
＋ぬ(-2ーI(I::=l(F氾）lgP―) e;)j(yP―l(JP―)） EN―, 
略(g)= 町(na(g)―1g) EN+, 
mc(g) = n0(g)―lgn&(g)―ル(g)―IEM 
Here nr: F4(-2o)→ 炉 isthe map used in the livasmva decomposition. 
REMARK 9.1. [n Main Theorems 9.4, 9.6, 9.8, and 9.10, it appears that 
the Iwasawa decomposition, the K,,-[wasawa decomposition, the Matsuki de-
composition, and・the Bruhat and Gaus decompositions of F4c_20) can be 
explicitly described by usmg the geometnc quantities (gP―IE山 (9P-J£2), and 
(gP-Ju忙） with g E F4(-20)・
REMARK 9. l2. The Iwasawa d ecompos1t1on of the exceptional Lie group 
F4(-20) has been studied by R. Takahashi { l8, Theorem lj. He showed that ANート
trans1t1vely and freely acts on the hyperbolic plane :/f = F4c_20i/ K. Thereby, he 
gave the existence and umqueness of the factors of the 1wasawa decomposition 
for F4(-20)・I n Main-Theorem 9.4, we give explicit formulas of H(g) and n,(g). 
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1f X=I:;~,(~;E; + F;' (x,))E,11, then we denote {X)£,:=~;E R and 
(X)F;'= x; E 0. Set Fj (lm 0) := {Fj (p) Ip E Jm O}, か(0):= {Q刊x)lxeO},
and Q-(O) := {Q-(x)lxEO} in ,11. Then 
(JO.I) /1 =R(-£1 + E2)®RP-Ei, RE® RE直F~(Im 0) 
④ Q+(o)④ Q―(0). 
So, for any XE ,t1 , we can uniquely write 
X = r(ーム＋ム）+JP―十uE+ vE3 + Fj(p) + Q+(x) + Q―(y) 
- ( Ee:~;) 汀『こ~)勺； y) 
叫 Y) x・+;; u+, ) 
with r,s, u, v ER, p E Im 0, and x, ye 0, and set 
{X}_H,+Hi := r, {X}p-:=ふ {Xh:= u, {X}£) := v, 




? ? ? ?
LEMMA JO.I. 
{X}_1:. 立 2= r'(P-IX). 
{X}Q-= 2―'((X)Fi'―戸） = 4-l江。(Q+(e;)I X)e; 
{X}lmF;'= Jm(X)r;) = -2 ―J 区，~= l(バ(e;)I X)e, ・
PROOF. Let X = r(-Ei十局）+sP-+uE +西+F31 (p) + Q+(x) + Q―(y) 
with r,s, u, v ER, p E Jm 0, and x, y E 0. Then (P―IX)= 2r, and so (1) follows. 
Because of (X)F, = x + y and (X)Ff = x -y, {X}Q. = y = 2ーl((X)F,- (X),-i). 
Now, set (X)F,1 =麟 p;e; and (X)1.~= 江。q;e、 with p;,q; ER. From 
(9.J), J);=2-1(町(e;)IX) and q; =ー 2-1(Fd(e;)IX). Then (X)i.-,-rn戸
2ー'Eら(Q軍）IX)e, and so (2) follows. Last, obviously {XJimFJ = p = 
lm(X)叫.Set (X),.-, = I:;=。r;e,with r,ER. From (9.1), r,=-2-1(F](e;)IX), 
and so (3) folows. D 
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We denote .f1 (2;K) := {ふE1+~ 函＋府(x)IもER,入EK} with K = 0 
or R. 
LEMMA 10.2. 
(1) ,/1=,/1(2;0)④ RE3 〶 Q+ (o) ④ Q― (0) .
(2) f1(2;0)=R(-£, 十島）④RP―④ R(E -£3)④バ(Im0). 
(3) ,11 (2; R) = R(-E1 +£2)④ RP―⑨ R(E-Eサ
Let p, q E Im O and x, y E 0. From (l3, Lemma 7.11], 
(l0.2) 
(10.3) 
(i) exp <!2(p)(-E1 +£2) = (-£1 +£2) + F31 (-2p) + 2(plp)P-
(i) exp釣(p)P-= p-, (i) exp釣(p)E= E, 
(iv) exp約(p)E3= Eふ
(v) exp <!2(p)月(q)= F31(q) -2(plq)P―, 
(vi) exp C!f2(p)Q刊y)= Q吋y),
(vi) exp約(p)Q―(y)= Q―(y) + Q可 2ーpy),
(i) exp妬(x)(-E1+局)= (-£1 +£2) + Q―(-x) 
-(xlx)(E -3局）+Q刊(xlx)x)+ 2-1 (xlx)1 p-, 
(i) exp例(x)『 = p-, (i) exp <.§1(x)£= E, 
(iv) exp衝(x)ム=£3+Q刊x)+ (xix)?-, 
(v) exp<!,(x)F;(q)=月(q)+ Q打一qx),
(vi) exp多1(x)Q+(y)= Q+(y) +2(xly)P-, 
(vi) exp C!f1(x)Q―(y) = Q―(y) + 2(xly)(£-3£3) + F31 (2 fm(xji) 
+ Q+(-3(xly)x -[m(xy)x) -2(xly)(xlx)P-
We denote the subset氾 of/1 by氾：={XE.fl! だ==0, X :/= O}. Then氾
contains the exceptional hyperbolic planes墨記 andthe exceptional叫 lcones 
JVげ，ぷ―.Since the action of F4(-20) preserves the cros product, F4(_20) acts 
on沿.For any subset Sc ./1 and Z E /1, we denote 
Sデ。 :={XESI (ZIX) > O}, s芝。:={XE s I(ZIX) < O}, 
s,:;。= {x E s1 (ZIX) = o}, s!。:=={XESI (ZIX) i=O} 
We recall Lemma 10. l. For any Xe (fりは， wedefine the elements n1 (X) E 
exp 9a c N+ and n2(X) E exp g訟 C N+ by 
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叫X):= exp約({X}Q-!{XLc,+E)
= exp鉛 (2-1(I:;=0ば (e;)I X)e;) / (P-IX)), 
叫）：= exp約({X}lmF]f(P―IX))
= exp o/2 (-2-1 (L:=/F] (e;) I X)e;) / (P―IX)) 
respectively, and乃＝叫X)n2(X)= 巧(X)ni(X) EN+ (see (9.15). 
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LEMMA 10.3. (I) For any neN+ and Xe,/1, (P―I nX) = (P-IX). Espe-
cially, 炉 actsonゾ）公 and氾公， respectively
(i) 
(ii) 
(2) For any X E ゾ）：~>
Iり(X)XE (jl1 (2; 0)④ RE3④ Q+(o) nuりぢ；
{n1(X)XJimF/ = {X}11FJ 
(3) ff XE /1(2; 0) nゾ）;~, then 
叫X)XE f 1 (2;R) nゾ）:~ -
PROOF. (1) From (9.19), (P―lnX) = (n―1 p-IX) = (P-IX) and so on. 
(2) We can write X = r(-£1 +局）+sP-+uE+嗚+F](p) + Q刊x)+ 
Q-(y) for some r,s, u, v ER, p E Jm 0, and兄yE 0. From Lemma 10.J(J), r # 0 
and put n; = 11 (X) = exp統(r-1y).]n (10.3), we notice that the equations 
(J 0.3)(i) and (10.3)(vii) have terms of Q-(-) and the other equations have not 
terms of Q―(), and that the equations (10.3)(v) and (J0.3)(vi) have terms of 
バ(-)and the other equations have not terms of尻(-).Therefore 
｛叫 X}Q-= {叫 ・(r(-E1+ふ）+Q―(y) + (other terms))}Q-
= -r(r-1 y) + y + 0 = 0. 
Thus {n1 (X)X} Q-= 0, so that 11 (X)Xゾ (2;0)④ RE3④ Q+(o). Then 
(P-ln; ・X) = (P-IX) # 0 by (J), and 
｛叫.X}1m1-~• = {n;. (磨(p)+ Q―(y) + (other terms))}i.11 Fi 
= p + 2 ]m((r-1y)y) + 0 = P = {X}1.,, fj' 
Hence we obtain (2). 
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(3) We can write X = r(-E1 +局）+sP―十u(E-Eサ＋吋(p) for some 
r,s, u ER and p E Im 0. From Len皿 a10.l(L), r-:;60 and put n~= 叫X) =
exp約((2r)―1p).Using (10.2), we calculate that 
n~ ・X = r(-£1 +£2) + (s -(2r)―l(plp))P―十u(E-Eサ




PROOF. Obviously, ,11(2; 0) n沿はC ゾ(2;0) EBR£3 EB Q+(O)暉は
Conversely, take Xe (,/1 (2;0) EBRE3① Q+(O) n沿はand set X =¢ ふ ＋
虚 2+ど心＋月(x)+ F如）+ F3L(y) with もeR and x, ye 0. Suppose that 
らt,.0. Because of Xe沿and(9.2), 
(i) ど2ど3-(xix)= (Xx2)£, = 0, (ii)¢3¢1 +(xix)= (Xx2)E1 = 0,
(ii) (平） らーy= (xx2恥=0
From (i), (ii), and (ii), X = -((xix)/ど3)£1+ ((xlx)/¢3)£2 + f'/£3 + F/(x) + 
F2'(え）+ F}((xlx)/¢3). Then (P-IX) = 0, and it contradicts with Xe l,J:り孟.Thus 
ら=0. Then (平）＝（炉況=0, so that x = 0. Thus X =¢1£1十もE2+ F31(y) 
E,/1(2;0)n氾は， andso (f1 (2; 0)RR'E3 EB Q+(O) n 沿;~c,f 1 (2; 0)n 沿丘．
Hence the result follows・ ロ
LEMMA L0.5. For any XE氾：い nxXE ,/1(2;R) n吋。―.Further, 
nxX =4―1 (2tr(X) -(P-IX)―1 tr(X)2 -(P-IX))£1 
+4―1(2 tr(X) + (P―IX)―1 tr(X)2 + (P-IX))£2 
＋府(4―'(P―IX)―1tr(X)2 -(P―IX))) 
= 2-1(P―IX)(-£, +£2) + 4―I ((P―IX)―1 tr(X)2 -(P―IX))P― 
+2―l tr(X)(E -£3). 
PROOF. 炉 actson氾は， andn,-(X) EN+. Put X'= n1 (X)X E氾は.By 
Lemma L0.3(2), 
X'E (,/(2; 0)⑤ RE直 Q―1-(0)n叩
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where (PゴX')= (P-IX) # 0 and {X'hmF~= {X}lmFj'Applying Lemma 10.4 
X'ワ (2;O) n叩．
Applying Lemma 10.3(3), 
叫X')X'Ef1(2;R)暉は
Then, since exp約({X}1mr;'/(P-IX))= exp釣({X'}1017-;1/(P-IX')), we see 
叫X)= n2(X1). Therefore 
nxX =的(X)n1(X)X = n2(炉）X'E f1(2;R)暉は
Set nxX =¢ ふ ＋と西＋尺(x)Ef1(2;R)暉は with も五xER. Then 
tr(X) =ら十<:2and (0 #)(P-IX) = (P-lnxX) =ーも 十 ~2-2x, so thatも＝
2-1 tr(X) -x -2-1 (P-IX) and ら=2ー1tr(X)+x+2-1(P-IX). From 
(nxxr2 = 0, 0 = (nxxr2)」：3 =¢1ど2+x2 = 4-i tr(X)2-4-1(P-IX)2-x(P-IX). 
Thusx=4-1((P―IX)―1 tr(X)2 -(P-IX)), ¢1 = 4-1 (2tr(X)-(P-IX)-1 tr(X)2 -
(P―IX)), andと2=4―1(2 tr(X) + (P―IX)-1 tr(X)2 + (P―IX)). Moreover, the last 
equation follows from direct calculations. O 
Let i E {l, 2,3}, t ER, and a E O with (ala)= I. From [ I 3,Lemma 3.10], we 
recall the operation of exp(1AJ(a)). Set 
が(1げ 2,1J3;Y1,Y2,J勺）：= exp(tA](a))が（らもふふ岱2:X3) 
with~ ぃl'/;ER and X;;y;EO. When i= I, 
(J0.4) 
l/1 =¢1, 
IJ2=2-J(も＋ら）＋（も一ら）cos 21) + (al功）sin 2t 
IJ3 = 2ーI(((2十こサー（ど2―¢3)cos 21) -(alx1) sin 2t, 
）り =XJ-2-1(ら一ら）a sin 2t -2(alx1)a sin2 t, 
Y2 =功 COSIー 巧 sint, 
Y3 = X3 cos l +声sinr 
and when i E {2, 3}, 
1}; =な
(10.5) 
加 =2ーI((~1+1 十 (;+2) + (如 — い） cosh 21) -(alx;) sinh 21, 
1Ji+2 = 2ーI((知 +~;+2) -(どi+Iー <;+2)cosh 21) + (a区）sinh 2t, 
2 
y; = x, -2-1(如 — い）a sinh 2t + 2(ajx;)a sinh t. 
y;+i = X;+i cosh 1 +巧 sinht, 
）り+2=ふ+2cosh t +商 sinht 
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where indexes i, i + I,i + 2 are counted modulo 3. In particular, 
(10.6) exp(r1冗ぶ(l)が（も，¢2,(ら；X1,X2, 均） ＝が（ふ，どふら，一叉了） 巧ー，克2)
with¢1 E R andふE0. Using (10.5), we have the folowing lemma. 
LEMMA 10.6. For any t, r, s,u ER, 
叫r(-E1十局）+sP―十u(E-£3) 
= re―21(-E1 +局）+ (r sinh 2t +砂）P―十u(E-Eサ
LEMMA 10.7. For any m EM, t ER, and n EN+, 
ma,nP―= e21p-_ 
Furthermore, An MN+= { L} and Mn A炉={l}. 
PROOF. From (9.19) and Lemma 10.6, ma1n『 =e2'p―. Suppose a1 = mn 
for some t ER, m EM, and n EN+. From the above equation and (9. L9), 
砂p-=a1『 =mnP-= P―. Thus t=O, and AnMN+={l}. Similarly, sup-
pose m = a、nfor some m EM, t ER, and n EN+. Then p-= mP-= a,nP-= 
e21p-Thus t=O, and Mn AN+= {I}. 口
LEMMA 10.8. (F4(-20),;p-= MN-
PROOF. Because of M こ K= (F4(-20J)°, aM = Ma. Using (9.19), 
(F4(-20),:;p-= a(F4(-20)p-uー1= aMN+aー1= MB(N+) = MN-. 口
LEMMA 10.9. (l) For any IE R, x E0, and p E Im 0, 
a⑰ (x) +約(p)a戸＝釘 e1x)+妬(e21p).
(2) AN+= N+ A.Furthermore, AN+ is a subgroup of F4(-20)・
(3) MAN+ is a subgroup of F4(-20)・
PROOF. (1) Set T(t) E GLR(f4(-2o) and adiJ(t) E EndR(f4(_20) as T(t)ゆ：＝
研a戸 andad1月(I)ゆ：＝［社(I),ゆIforゆET4(-20), respectively Then T(t) = 
exp(t adAJ(IJ), and using (9.13) and (9. l4), T(鴨 (x)= (こ(tad1り(l)"/n!)鉛(x)
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＝約（（四1/が）t")x) =鉛(e1x) and T(t)約(p)= (I:(t ad;~(_1/'/n!)約(p) = 
筍（（区(l/n!)(2t)")p) =約(e2'p).Thus we obtain (1). 
(2) From (1), a,n = a1na;1a1 = exp(a,(くり(x)+ ~ り(p))a;1)a1= exp(~ 約(e1x) + 
約(e21p))a1and na1 = a1a;1na1 = a, exp偲 (e―IX)+約(e-21p)).This implies that 
AN+= NA+. Therefore (a,nr1 (a,.n') EA炉 forall s,t ER and n,n'EN+, so 
that AN+ is a subgroup 
(3) Because of (9.10), M炉 ＝炉M, and A炉＝炉A, we get 
(ma1n)―¥m'asn')EMAN+ for al m,m'EJ¥1, s,tER, and 1, がEN+.Thus 
MAN+ is a subgroup of F4(-2o)・ ロ










(ka11P―I E1) = -e21 
(kr.a,nP―I局） =e互
(zma111P-I aP-) = 4e21 
PROOF. from (9.8), (9.20), Lemmas 10.7, and 10.8, it follows that 
(ka,nP―I£1) = (a,nP―lk土）＝砂(P―IE1)= -e互
(k丸 nP-1£2)= (a,nP―lk;, 一渇）＝砂(P詞） =e互
(zma,nP―la『） = (ma,nP―lz―I (J『） = e2'(P―laP-)=4e2'. D 
LEMMA 10.11. M = (F4(-20))忙 ,r1= (F4(-20))p-,17p-with j E {1,2}. 
PROOF. Note p-= -E1 +局+F}(I), CJP-= -Ei + E2 + Fj (-1), and 
M = (F4(-20J)i:1.1えら1ぇl(IJ・Obviously, M c (F4(-2o))P-,E1. Conversely, fix g E 
(F 4(-20) E1,P-. Now ((-1 /+1瓦+P-戸=£3.Then gふ=g((-J)i+I瓦+P-f2
=(g(-J)J+lE;+ p-)r2=£3, and g品=g(E -E1 -£3) = E -E1 -£3 = Ek 
where U, k) = (J, 2), (2, I). Therefore gE; = E; for al i E {I, 2, 3}, and gFJ (1) = 
g(P+ + E1 局ー） = P —+ E1 -E2 = F31 (1). Then g EM, so that (F4(-20J)炉 l:.jC 
M. Thus M = (F4(-10))P-,E/ 
Obviously Mc (F4(_20))p-,(Jp-・Conversely, fix g E (F4(-20))p-,17p-・Because 
of -£1 + E2 = 2-1 (P-ー aP-),(-E1国）x2 = -£3, F}(l) = p―ー(-£1+ F,i), 
Ei = 2-1(£-(-£1心）ー ム）， and E2 = 2ー1(E+(-E1+Eサーふ）， we 
sequentialy get g(-E1 +£2) = -£1 +ら西 =£3,gF) (l) =吋(J),gEJ =£1, 
and gE2 = E2. Thus g e M, and so (F4(-20))P-,<Jp-c M. Hence M = 
(F4(-2o))p-;1"ー・ ロ




LEMMA 10.12. Let K'= K or Kr. ・
D4n炉={I} (resp), 
K'nA附 ={I},
N-n MAN+= {l} 
PROOF. (l) Fix n E 04 n Nヤ Thenn E D4 c (F4(-ZO)£i,-E,+Ei・ Now, n = 
exp鉛(x)exp釣(p)-.for some xe O and p e fm 0. Using (10.2) and (10.3), 
£3 = nE3 =exp衝(x)E3=£3 + Q+(x) + (xlx)P―. Then、x;= 0 by (lO. l). There-
fore from (l 0.2), -£1十局=n(-E1十局）= exp免(p)(-E,+局)= (-£1 +Eサ
＋府(-2p)+ (plp)P―. Then p = 0. Thus n = I,and 04 n炉={ l}. Because 
of 04 c K = (F4{-20}戸， 6-(04)= 04. Then from 6-(い）=N―, 04 n N-= 
6-(D4 n炉） = {l}. 
(2) Take j = l if K'= K, and j = 2 if K'= K,. Suppose k'= a,n for 
some k e K', t e R, and n EN+. Using Lemma 10. IO(l)(2), (9.8), and (9.20), 
(-1)1 e2'= (a,nP-1 E1) = (P-―LK←'£;) = (P―IE1) = (-l)1. Therefore 1 = 0, and 
K'nAN+ c K'nN+. Next, using (9.8), (9.20), and (9.19), K'nN+ c 
(F4(-20) E;, p—, and from Lemma 10.1, K'n N+ c (F4{-20))りp-nN+=MnN+.
Therefore because of Mc 04 and (1), {I} c K'n AN+ c K'n N+ c Mn N+ c 
04nN+ = {I}. Hence K'nAN+ = {I} 
(3) Suppose z = ma,n for some z EN-, m EM, IE R, and n EN+. Usmg 
Lemmas L0.10(3) and L0.8, 4砂=(ma,nP―lvP-)=(P-lz―1uP-) = (P―la『)
=4. Therefore t=O, so that N-nMAN+ c N-nMN+. Next, using (9.19) and 
Lemma 10.8, N-n MN+ c (F4(-20)た ,,p-・,and from Lemma 10. l l, N-n MN+ 
c N-n(F4(-2o))P-,<1f-=N-nM. Therefore because of Mc 04 and (l), {l} c 
N-n MAN+ C N-n MN+ C Mn N-C 04 n N-= { L}'Hence 1V-n MAN+ = 
{ l}. 口
LEMMA I 0.13. (I) [j'ka1n = k'a,n'with k, k'E K, t, s E R, and n, n'E N・t-
then k = k', t = s,and n = n'. 
(2) [j k,.a,n = 1c:aぷ withk、;，k;EK,., t,se R, and n,n'EN+ then ki: = k:, 
t = s,and n = n'. 
(3) [j'zma、n= z'm'asが withz,z'eN-, m,m'eM, t,seR, and n,n'eN+ 
then z = z', m = rn', t = s, and n = n'. 
PROOF. (L) From Lemma 10.9(2), (a屈）(a、n)ーIEANり sothat e-1 k = 
(a討）(a,n)-1 EK n AN玉 UsingLemma lO. L2(2), k = k1 and a1n = a.,n1. Next, 
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because of a戸a.1= 111-1 EA n炉 andLemma 10.7, a,= a.,⇔ t=s and n=1i. 
Hence we obtain (!). Similarly, substituting K for K,, we obtain (2). 
(3) By Lemma 10.9(3), (m'a.,n')(ma11)―1 E MAN+, so that z1-1z = 
(m'asn')(ma,n)-1 EN-n MAN+. Using Lemma 10.12(3), z = z'and ma1n = 
m'a.,n'. Next, by Le皿 na 10.9(2), (a,n')(a1n)-1 E AN+, so that m'ーIm=
(a.1.n')(a1n)ー1EJ'vfnAN+.Using Lemma 10.7, m=m'and a,n=a,n'. Last, 
because of a; ー1化 = nn'—1 EA nN+ and Lemma 10.7, a,= as⇔ r =sand n = n'. 
Hence we obtain (3). 口
LEMMA 10.14. (1) For any XE ye and YEぷ―,(XIY) < 0.
(2) For any X E如 andYE .A↑―, (XI Y) ~ 0. 
(3) For any X, YE .A~ ―, (XI Y)~ 0 Moreover, (XI Y) = 0 if and only if 
X = s Y for some s > 0.
PROOF. (I) Using (9.4), X = gふ forsome g e F4{ー20).Then from (9. 7), 
, -I y E、Yi―)and from the definition of瓜―,we obtain that (XI Y) = (西IY) = 
(E, Jg―1 Y) < 0 
(2) Suppose that c =(XI Y) < 0. Using (9.5), X = gE2 for some g E F4(-20)・
Put Z = g-1 Y. From (9.7), Z E. ノ庁 Now, because of c = (gE2 I Y) = (E2IZ), 
Z=が（も）c, なx1,X2,x3)for some ~、 E R and x; E 0. Because of Z Eぷ―,
も=(E1IZ) < 0 andもC+ (x3j: 巧） = (2"2)1:3 = 0. Then O =ど，C+ (.x3J. 巧）> 0, 
and it is a contradiction. Thus c~0, and so (2) follows. 
(3) Suppose that (XI Y) < 0. Using (9.7), Y = gP-for some g E F4(-20)・Put 
Z=g―1 X. From (9.7), Z E J庁 SetZ = L(=1 (1J;E; + F/ (y,) with 17; ER a11d 
y; E 0, and put r = (y31J). Then -17 + 172 -:2r = (ZIP-) = (XI Y) < 0.Because 
of 2 E瓜―,1, = (E, ¥Z) < 0 and 17叩+(y3ly3) = (ZX2)E3 = 0. Then研 2=
-(y恥） :.,; 0. Therefore from 171 < 0, rJ2 2! 0, so that 2r >乃一171> 0. Now, 
using Schwarz inequality, r2 = (J勺jl)2:.,; (y3ly,)(l 1) = (y3¥y3). Therefore be-
cause of 17内2+ (J勺加） = 0, 4r2 > (112 — 研＝（而 ー 111)2+4(疇 +(y3Jy3)) = 
（乃＋研 +4(y恥） 2! (12 + Y/1戸+4,.~2! 4r2. Jt is a contradiction, and so 
(XIY):. 0. 
Jf X = sY then (XI Y)= 0. Conversely, suppose that (XIY) = 0. Using (9.7), 
Y = gP-for some g E F4(-20)・Put Z = g→ X. From (9.7), ZEA']―. Because 
of (ZIP-)= (X¥Y) = 0 and Lemma JO.J(J), {Z}_E叶Ei= 0. Then by (10.1), 
Z = sP— +uE+ 函＋バ (p)+ Q刊x)+Q万） for some u, v ER, p E Im 0, 
and x, y E 0. Setting z = x + y and w =えーji,Z = sP―十uE+函 +F)(p)+
加）+ Fj (w). Now, because of Z E Jf《―,u2+(plp)=(か）E、=0 and 3u + .v = 
tr(Z) = 0. Then u =p = v = 0, and Z = sP-+月(z)+ F21(w). Again, because of 
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ZE瓜―,-s = (ZIE1) < 0, -(zlz) = (か）£,= 0, and (wlw) = (zxl厄=0. Thus 
z = sP-with s > O.Therefore, multiplying g from left, X = s Y. Hence we 
obtain (3). ロ




(5)瓜―=(ふ―)悶ぷ且(.1V「)悶―.Especially, (A『）悶-= (.Aぐ）悶― Further-
more, (ふ―)悶={s(a『)Is> O}. 
PROOF. (1) Because of p-E .1V「andLemma l0.l4(L), (XIP-) < 0 for al 
Xe lf, and so (l) follows. 
(2) Because of p-e JV「andLemma 10.14(2), (XIP一） ~ 0 for al Xe記 ，
and so (2) follows. 
(3) Because of£1 EダrandLemma 10.14(1), (XIE,)< 0 for al Xe A1l―, arid 
so (3) follows. 
(4) Because of£2 E記 andLemma 10.14(2), (XI Eサ ~0 for al XEぷ―,
and so (4) follows. 
(5) Because of oP-Eふ-and Lemma 10.14(3), we obtain that (XI v『)~o
for al Xe J庁，andthat Y e .1庁 and(YI oP-) = 0 if and only if Y = s(v『)
for some s > 0.Thus (5) follows. 仁］
LEMMA 10.l6. For X,Ye,/1, let§x,r={geF4(-ZO)i(gXIY)=0}. As-
sume that there exists go e F 4(-20) such tha I (go XI Y) # 0. Then§x, y has no 
interior points in F4(-20), and the complement set (§K, r)c of砂x,r is an open 
dense submanifold of F4(-20)・
PROOF. Set the function f(g) = (gX I Y) forge F4(-2o)• Note that F4(_20) is 
a connected real analytic manifold, and that f isa real analytic function. 
Therefore, ifthe set 1-1 (0) h assome mtenor pomts then /三0on F 4(-lO)・Smee 
/(go)# 0 for some go e F4(-20), J-l(O) has・ no 1ntenor points. Therefore儘X,r) 
is dense, and since f/)x, r is a closed set, (欲x,r)'is an open set. 口
LEMMA 10.17. The equations (9.3) hold. 
PROOF. Put S,。={XE:Ytl (XIEt) = l}. Obviously, {£1} c S。.Fix XE S,。•
Because of tr(X) = I and (XIE1) = I, we can write X =が(Iふーぐ，X心 2,均） for 
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some (ER and x; E 0. Because ofだ=0, —どー (xJ!x1) = (Xx2)E, = 0, SO 
that c; = x1 = 0. Then (x;jふ）= (xx2)E, = 0 for i E {2, 3}, so thatふ=0. Thus 
X = E1, and so (9 3)(i) follows. 
Put S1={XE.Yf'l(XIム） = O}, and S2 = {'1(0, 1/2-¢、1/2十ど；X,0,0) E 
f-J炉＋（平） = 1/4}. Taking x=O and¢=土1/2,we see {E凸}c S2. From 
direct calculat1ons, S2 c S1. Conversely, fix XE S1. Because of tr(X) = J and 
(XIふ）= 0, we can write X =が(0,l/2 + <;,J/2 -砂匁ふ） for some¢ER 
andふ E0. Then 1/4 -ぐ-(x1lx1) = (だ）E, = 0 and (x収） = (xx2h, = o 
with iE{2,3}. Therefore X=が(0,1/2 +¢, J/2ー と，Xゎ0,0) withさ＋（叫xi)=
J/4, and XE S2. Thus S1 c S2, and so S1 = S2. D 
． 1 I. The lwasawa D ecompos1t01 of F4(-20) 
Because of Jle~F4<_20)1K, we consider AN+-orbits on沼 togive the 
］ wasawa decompos1t1on of F4(-2oi・
LEMMA ] J .] . For a/ XE .Yt, 
外 1log(-(l'-JX))nxX = E1• 
PROOF. Pm 1 = 2-1 log(-(P-IX)). By Lemma 10.15(1), 妥=.Yf. ぷ＝
次ぶ― c 叫:~. Then (P-IX) < 0, and log(-(P-IX)) is well-defined. Using 
tr(X)=l and Lemma 10.5, nxX=r(-E1+E2)+sP-+2-1(E-E3) where 
r=2ー1(P-IX) and s = 4ー1((P-IX)-1 -(P-IX)). Because of re―21 = -2-1, 
rsinh2t+se2'=0, and Lemma 10.6, we get a111xX=-2-1(-E1十局）＋
2ー1(£1+£2) =£1. ・ 口
PROOF OF MAIN-THEOREM 9.4. Using (9.4), g—1£1 E虎.Then using Lemma 
I J.1and aか los(-(砂 IE,))=a2ーIJog(-(た Jyー1E1),
—1E =E1 n2-1 log(-(1忙 IE,)1g一'£1.9 I 
Put k = 02-1 log(-(.ql'―加）n!Jー'E,{}―1.Then k. E (F 4(-20)几=K by (9.8), and 
-I g = k aか log(-(ql'加））n1r・'EJeKAN王
Set H(g) = 2-1 log(-(りp-1£り）ぶ(l)eo,11,(g)=ny・'Ei EN+, and k(g)=l己 E
K, respectively. Then g = k(g) exp(H(g)n1(J), and it follows from Lemma 
)0.13(1) (bar H({}), n.,(g), and k.{g) are urnguely detenmned. Because of 
(P―la―1瓦）= (gP-1恥 (Q+(e;)I g国）=(gQ+(e;)IE1), and (Fj(e;)lg-1ふ）
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= (g玲(e;)I E1), we see 
ngー1c1= exp(<§1 (i-1 (江。（繹(e;)I E,)e;)/(gP―I£,)) 
+ r&2 (-2-1 (L;=, (gf31 (e;) I E1)e;)/ (gP誌））
Moreover, k(g) = gnr(g)ー1exp(-H(g)). Hence the result follows. 口
Set D4 :={(gt, g2, g3) E S0(8)3 I (g,x)(g2y) = 93(: 而 forx, y E O}. From 
[ 13, Lemma 3.2(l)], the following map (f)o : D4→恥 isa group isomorphism; 
り0(91,92, 93)(こ:=I(もE;+ F,.1(x;))) =こ，:=l(もE;+釘（見））• From [13, (4.5)], for 
jE{l,2,3} and X=江:=1(もE;+射（ふ），thereexists Yo = (f}0(g1, 92, g3) E 04 
such that 
(ll.l) goX = (江1c;;E;) + F/(ro) + Lし恥(YJ+k如 k)
with ro=~E R 
where the index j + leis counted modulo 3 
PROOF OF THEOREM 9.5. For al m EM, t ER, and n EN+, using Lemma 
10.7, ma1n[P―l =[e2'P―I =[P―I, so that MAN十 c(F4(-20))防 1.Conversely, fix 
g E (F4(-20))(e-J・Then gp-= sP-for some s > 0.Because of P4(_20) = KAN+, g 
can be expressed by g = ka,n with k EK,・, ER, and n EN+. From Lemma 10.7, 
s『 =g『=k(a1nP-) = e2'kP―. Now, using Lemma 10.10(1), -s=(sP-IE1) 
= (gP-1 E1) = (ka,nP―I E1) = -e2', so that s = e2'. Then k『=p-, and from 
(9.8) and Lemma LO.I I, k E Kn (F4(-2o))p-= (F4(-20)£1,P-= M. Thus g = 
ka1n E MAN+, and (F4(-20))[e-J c MAN+. Hence (F4(-20J¥P-J = MAN+, and it 
follows fr呻 (9.7)and ff=ふ―/~that 
ff= F4(- 20)· (P —I ~F4{-20)/(F4(-20))[P-J = F4(-20)/ MAN+ 
Next, let us show that K transitively acts on :JF. Obviously K acts on .~. fix 
[X] E茨 withXE JVi―. Using [ 13, Lemma 5.2(4)], there exists k1 E K such that 
k1X=が（一も¢,0;0,0,x)where¢>0, xEO, and ぐ—（平） =0. Using (ll.1), 
there exists k2 E 04 c K such that k丸 X=が（一こふO;0, 0, ¢) =¢P―. Thus 
螂 [X]= (eP-J = [P-j, and so ff= K・[P―]. Last, from (F4(-20J)[P-J = MAN+ 
and Lemma 1013(1), K[p-J = (F4(-2oJ)iP-J n K = (MAN+) n K = M. Thus from 
ff=K・[P-], (9.8), and (9.11), it follows that 
g;-~K/ K[p-J = K/ M = Spin(9)/Spin(7) 口
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We define the quadratic space (02, Q) by th e nomrnl J11ear space 02 = 





PROOF. Set the map /: S15→ ff as 
f(x,y) := Iが(-1,(YIY), (xix);: 豆凡X,y)]_ for (x, y) E S15, 
Put X =が（一I,(yfy),(平）可互y)F . rom direct calculat1ons, we get XE .Aた ．
Therefore .fis well-defined. On the other hand, the map g : ff→ 炉 setas 
g([が（も，(2,ら；XJ,-X2, 均）］） ：＝（一（戸xぁー ¢戸均）
for h.1 (もふ）(3;;、:1,やふ）Eぷ―.Put X =が（も，ら，(3;泊，x2忍）， x=ー 炉入:2,
and y = -¢ 「国 respectively. Because of らも+(x心）= cxx2)£2 = 0, 
もら+(x3lx3) = (xx2)£3 = 0, and (1 +¢2 +ら=tr(X) = 0,we get Q(x, y) = 
¢j"2((入:21入:2)+ (x叶入:3))=¢ 「2(一ど3も一¢1ど2)=¢ 戸（一¢2-(3) =ど¥!ど1= 1. There-
fore g iswel-defined. 
Now, it follows that q o .f(ふy)= (x, y) for al (ふy)E S15, so that 
go .f = id. On the other hand, for al X =が（〈1,¢訊い□2心3)Eぷ―,because 
ff=外―/~,¢1 = (X[E1) < 0,刈＝—・ゲ (xiXJ) from 巧ー巧ーもふ＝（炉況 ＝
0, ら＝一¢1'(.均i入:3)fromど1ら+(x3jx3) = (Xx2)£3 = 0, andら＝ 一¢11(x2lx2) 
fromらら+(x恥）= (Xx2凡=0, we see 
.fog([h1(¢1,(2,¢,;x1,;、:2,巧）］）
= !h1(-l ,¢ 「2(x3I.巧）)¢12(入:2lx2);ど「2(x2x3),—¢1JX2, とーII X3)] 
= [h'(も； とー「1(x3[x.,),-¢ 「1(x2lx2); -ーと「l(X2XJ), 入:2,X3)] 
= [h'(どI,(2, ら；X1,X2, 均）］．
Therefore fog= id. Hence ff~S庄 and from Theorem 9.5(4), K/M~S15. 
ロ
REM紐 K J 1.3. 1. Yokota has proved Spin(9)/Spin(7)'.:: S15 (120, Example 
5.6), [19]) by realizing Spin(9) and Spin(7) as stabilizers of finite points m the 
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compact exceptional Lie group f4 := A暉(,/)where f isan exceptional Jordan 
algebra, and showing that Spin(9) transitively acts on S15 embed in ,I. fn_ 
Proposition I l.2, we give the other proof by using IF =ぷ―/~where Al「isan 
exceptional null cone. 
12. The K,-Iwasawa Decomposition of F4(-20) 
Because of y'f'== F4(-20)/ Kc, we consider AN+-orbits on辺 togive the 
K,-Iwasawa decompos1t1on of F4(-20)・
LEMMA 12.1. Assume that XE洸召『 Then 
知 lo~((P- IX))nxX= E2. 
PROOF. Put t = 2-1 log((P―IX). By Lemma 10.15(2), Yt';b-=名「 c
,.P:~-Then (P―IX)> 0, and log(P-JX)) iswel卜d~fined. Using tr(X) = l and 
Lemma 10.5, nKX = r(-Ei + E2) + sP-+ 2ー1(£-£3) where r = 2ー1(P-IX)
and s = 4―I (P―IX)―1 -(P-IX)). Because of re―21 = 2-1, r sinh 2t + se2'= 0, 
and Lemma 10.6, we get a、nxX= 2-1(-Eし十島）+2ー'(£1十島）= E2. 口
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 9.6. Put ~= {g E F4(-20) I (gP―I E2) > O}. From 
(9.7) and Lemma 10. 15(4), we see~= {g E F4c-20) I gP-E (.1斤）乱｝＝
{g E F4(-20) I gp-E (右）盆}= {g E F、1(-20)I (gP-I£2) #-O}. Now, from Lemma 
10.10(2), KcAN+c~. Conversely, fix gE蛎.From (9.5), g―1恥 E沼',and 
(P-lg―頃） = (gP-I£2) > 0, so that g―1£2 E疫『 UsingLemma 12.l and 
a2-1 log(gP-1£2) = a2-1 log(! 可釘'£2),
a2-• log(gP-1£2)炉 £29―1局 =£2.
Put k'= a2-, log(gP語））ngー1£29 — 1 . Then k'E (F4(-20)加＝氏 by(9.20), and 
(*) g = k'-La2ー1log(gl'嗚））ゲEzE K8AN+ 
Thus§c KcAN+, and so§= K,AN+. Since the identity element Le F4(_20) 
is in砂 andthe complement set即 isgiven by§c = {g e F4{-20) I (gP-I£2) 
= O}, applying Lemma 10.16, §=氏,AN+is an open dense subma.nifold of 
F4(-20J・ 
From (*), we set比(g)= 2-1 log((gP-I£2))心(I)Ea, n,(g) = n炉 £2EN+, 
and le,、:(g) = k'-1 EK,, respectively. Then we get g = k,(g) exp(H,.(g))n1:(Y), and it 
follows from Lemma 10.13(2) that H,.(g), n,(g), and k,(g) are uniquely deteじ
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mined. Since (XI g-1 Y) = (gX I Y) for al X, YE .t', we see 
'¥r1£2 = exp(o/i り（江。(gQ➔―(e;) IE心）j(gP-IE2)) 
+ <fh (-2-J (L;=I (gFJ (e;) I E2)e、)/(gP―IE分）
-I 
Moreover, /, 令(g)= gn、,(9) exp(-H1:(g). Hence the result follows. D 
13. The Matsuki Decomposition of P4c_20) 
For XEf1, we denote P(X)eEndRゾ） by じ (X)Y=XxY for 
Y E j'1 . For j E { I広3}and p, q ER, we denote the subspace (f叫 of)'1by 
V'恥={X Ef1 lajX = pX心（嗚）X =qX} 
LEMMA 13.1. Let jE{l,2,3} and p,qER. 
(l) For al k E (F4(-20)£; 
じ(2局）・k=k-Lx(2EJ). 
(2) The stabilizer (F4(_20))E1 inuariants the Jpace (,f 1)/q 
PROOF. (J) l t follows from L x (2局）(kX) = 2E1 x (kX) = k(2E; x X) = 
k(LX (2ら）X) for al X E f 1 
(2) From [13, Proposition 4.14] and (1), we see that k-v1=v;・k and 
じ (2E;)-k = k・P(2ち） for al k E (F4(-20))1ぅ.Hence (2) follows. 口
By direct calculations, we have the following lemma 
LEMMA I 3.2. Let j E {I, 2, 3}. 
where 
f'=Vりら。EBV1){。EB(,I')いEB(f 1){ーl
(f J)ら.0= {り~-I (x」+I)+~~2(Xj+2)I知］，が2E 0}, 
ゾ）｛。={pE;lpER}, (f1){1 = {q(E-E1)lqER}, 
ゾ）｛＿）＝｛叩(~け1-E;+2) + F/(x1) I< E R,x; E O} 
and indexes j, j + l,j + 2 are counted modulo 3. 
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Let j E {2, 3}. For Xゾ， wedenote the quadratic form Q by Q(Y) := 
-tr(yx2) for YE ,11, and巧8,l:={XEゾ ）L1 I Q(X) = I} = {<;(Ej+l -E1+2) 
+ F/(x) IぐER,xE o,<;2-(平） = l} 
LEMMA 13.3. Let j E {2, 3} and indexes j, j + l, j + 2 be counted modulo 3. 
名8•1 decomposes into the following two (F 4(-20) Ei -orbits: 
名8'1= (F4(-20))r.i・(Ej+L -Ej+2)且(F4(-20))£,・(-£1・rl+恥）
PROOF. From [ 13, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.6], 
名S,l= (F4(-20)k・(£1 -£2) li(F4(-20)凡 (-£1+ E2) 
Put g0 = exp(2-1rcA/ (1)). Multiplying go from the left, we have 
名S,I = (F4(-20)hi・(E1 -£ サ且(F4(-2o))c,・(-£1 +£3) 
Here, using gou沼訂=u2, go名8,1=名8,I, ロ
LEMMA 13.4. let XEふ―‘
(l)り(XIE2)=fa 0, then there e、x-istsk" E Ki:such that k,X = rPらforsome 
r > 0. 
(2) If (XIE2) = 0, then there exists k, E Kc such that kぷ =rPらforsome 
r > 0.
PROOF. (l) From Lemma l3.2, X can be expressed by X = (F31(勾）＋
四（刈））十plら十q(E-局）+ (~(£3 -£1) +Fれゃ）） where F31 (入,3) +月(x1)E 
(fり:.1,0, pE2 E (,/1)~.o, q(E -E2) Eゾ）「，1, ~(£3 -E1) +囚（ゃ） E (fり~- I ,
and p = (XIE2) cft O with p, ~ パER and x; E 0. BecaL1se of XEぷ―,we'see 
p + 2q = tr(X) = 0 and雇―ざ+(x恥）＝（だ）ti= 0. Thenど (ーx恥）＝
4-l炉>0. Setting r = 2ー1IPI, We can write~(£3 -£1) +吋（ゃ） = rW for some 
WE名s,1. From Lemma 13.3 and (9.20), there exists ko e Ki:= (F'4(_20i兄such
that koW=t:(E3-E1) with t:=土I. Because of K, = (F4(-l0))£2, we get 
ko(西）＝西 andko(q(E―局）） = q(E -£2). And because of府（均）+ Fi(ふ）
E (Jが）:1,。andLemma 13. l(2), we get ko(F31 (x3) + Fi (打） = F3I (y,) + Ft'(y,) 
for some y; E 0. Therefore k。X=が(flt,P, l'/3;Y1, 0, y3) where引=q -t:r and 
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巧=q + er. Put X'= k。X.Because of X'eぷ― by(9.7); 
(i) 1 = (£1 IX') < 0, (i) 17 + p十附=tr(X') = 0, 
(i) I砂=(X'X2加=0, (iv) P173 -(YilY1) = (X'x況 =0,
(v) 171P+(y恥）＝（炉況 =0
Form (i), (i), and (ii), we get布=0, l'/1= -p, and p > 0. And by (iv) and (v), 
we get Y1 = 0 and p = Jfy而可.Consequently X'=が(-p,J汎 0,0, y3) with 
JJ=-v芍戸.Using (l 1.1), there exists k1 E D4 c Kし,such that k1k』 =k.1X'=
が(-p,p,0;0,0,p)= p腐
(2) Because of tr(X) = 0 and (XIE2) = 0, X =が（一r,O,r;x1匁心） for some 
r ER andふE0. Because of XE瓜―,we get -r = (£1 IX) < 0, -(x, I功）＝
(Xx2)E, = 0, _,.2 + (x2因）＝（だ）Ei = 0, and (x恥）= (Xx2加=0. Then X = 
が（＿凡O,r;O,x2,0)with,-= j石汀司.Using (l l. I), there exists k'E D4 c Kc such 
that k'X = h1(-r,0,r:0,r,0) = rPi3. 口
PROOf OF THEOREM 9.7. Set G = {[X] E ff I (XI局） #-O}, and (!)'= 
{[X] E !FI (XIE2) = O}. Then f7 =叩@'.Because of茨＝右/~and Lemma 
10.15(4), <P={[X]E!Fl(XIE2)>0}. For any kEKc, (k.XIE2)=(Xlk―l局）＝
(XI局） by (9.20), so that K,. acts on (9 and (!)', respectively. When [X] E @, by 
Lemi1rn l 3.4(1), !here exists k EK, such that k[X] = (kX] = [P12]. And when 
[X] E (!)', by Lemma 13.4(2), !here exists k'EK, such that k'[X] = !k'X] = jPら］．
Hence the result follows. D 
P.ROOf OF TI-IEOREM 9.8. Put {Jo= exp(-2-1吠 (1),and 91 = {g E F4(-20) I 
(gP五I局） =0}. Then g01 =exp(2一l冗A/(])),and from () 0.6), 9o"1 pl-3 = P五and
g訂E2= E3 Fix q E!?J. By (9.7), (J靡 €ぷ―,and applying Theorem 9.7, [gPら］€
K, ・IP13]. Therefore k.[gP五l =IP「~] for some k E Kc. Then gずk.g[P,2l= 1901 P13J 
= [P12l, so that g炉kgE (F 4(-20)1, 岱1.Using Theorem 9.5(1), g。・1kg= ma1n for 
some m EM, l ER, and n E炉 Tbusg = k-1qoman豆'(cgoMAN+, and so笏 c
K,,goMA炉 Conversely,take g =kgoa111 E KcgoM AN+ with k EK, l ER, and 
n EN+. Because of Lemma 10.7, (9.20), and g01恥 =£3,we see (gP12 I E2) = 
(ma,nP12 lg訂k,-l正）＝砂(P121E,)= 0. Thus g E象 andso K,g0MAN+ c !?J. 
Hence KcgoMAN+ =砂.Last, from M c K, and Main TheoJem 9.6, K,.M AN+ 
= K,AN+ = {g E F4(-20) I (g靡 I局） ,;. O}. Thus F4(-20) = {g E F4(-20) I (gPi7 Iふ）
-:/=-O} u {gE F4(-20) I (.(JP12国）=0} =凡MAN十且K,;goMAN十． 口
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14. The Bruhat and Gaus Decompositions of f 4(-20) 
Because of ;F c:= F4,_20if MAN+, we consider N--orbits on茨 togive the 
f F - <1P-Bruhat and Gauss decompos1t1ons o 4(-20)・For any XE (ぶ）¢O, denote 
Z:< := a(n.,x) E N―・ 
LEMMA 14.1. Assume that XE (✓V「)悶―. Then 
zxX = 4―1(XloP―)P―. 
PROOF. Since (aX I『)= (Xja『),; 0 and tr(aX) = tr(X) = 0, applying 
Lemma 10.5, 
nc;x(uX) = 4―l(aXI p―) (-E1 +局＋バ(-1))=4一1(XlcrP―)crP-
Thus zxX = (anc;xa)X = 4ー1(XlaP-)P三
?
PROOF OF THEOREM 9.9. Set (!)={[XIE tF I (XI aP-) > O}, and (!)'= 
{[X] E ff I (XI aP-) = O}. Using Lemma IO. l 5(5), (!) = {[X] E ff IX E 
= { [ X] E f7 I X E (A1「)~~―} = {[X] E~ 多~l(X l aP- ) ヲ O} and (!)'= (X] e ff IX E 
（ぷ―)：ぷ}= {[o『]}.Then f7 = (!)且(!)'.For any z EN-and [X] e (!),using 
Lemma 10.8, (zX Io『）= (Xlz―1(aP-)=(XloP-)>0, and炉 actson (!). 
Fix [X] E (!)_Taking zx EN-, from Lemma 14.1, zx[XI = [4-1(Xlo『 )P―]=
[P―], and (!) = N- [ P―]. Next, using Lemma 10.8, N-・[aP―l = {lo『]}= (!)'. 
Therefore f/7 =司」(!)'=N-・[P―l且{[oP-]}= N-・[P―l且N-・[a『 j. D 
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 9.10. Put ~= {g E F4(-2o) I (g『 IaP-) > O}. 
From (9.7), gP―EJ庁・,and using Lemma l0.15(5), 砂 ={g E F4(-20) I qP―E 
(~ 「)：:―}= {g E F4(-20) I gP―E (_Al「)：『}= {g E F4(-20) I (gP-1 aP-) "#O} and 
the complement set qJ" of qJ is given by欲c= {g E F4(-20) I (gP―I aP-) = O} = 
{g E F4(-20) I gP―E (右）：~-} = {gE F4(ー20)lg[P―]=[年 ]}• First, let us show 
qJ=N-MAN+. From Lemma 10.l0(3), N-MAN+こ f!J.Conversely, fix gE:!J. 
Then gP-E (J庁）悶-,and from Lemma 14.l, (z9p-)(JP-=4-1(gP-JaP-)P-
and (gp-I aP-) > 0.Therefore (z9p-)g[P―l = [4ー1(gP-I aP-)P・ ―l =[P―]. Using 
Theorem 9.5(1), (zyp-)g = ma,n for some t ER, m EM, and n EN+. Thus 
(*) g=(Zgp-)―1ma,n EN―MAN+, 
and so ~c N-MAN+. Hence w ==N-MAN+. Since the identity element 
1 E F4(-20) is in ~, applying Lemma 10.16, ff.)== N-MAN+ is an open dense 
submanifold of F4(-20)・
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Second, let us show即=vMAN. Fix uma1n E vMAN with m EM, t ER, 
and n E JV+. By Lemma 10.7, uma1nPー ＝砂(u戸）， sothat ama,n[P-J = [aP-]. 
Thus CJMAN c釦 Conversely,fix g E即 .Because of g[P―]=[年],vg[P-J = 
[P-J. Using Theorem 9.5(1), r;g E MAN+. Thus g E aMAN+, and so朗 C
a MAN+. Hence笏=vMAN+, and F4c-20J =町lJ$c = N-MAN+ 1aMAN玉
Now, from N-= a(炉）= aN+r; and Lemma 10.9(3), it follows that 
N-aMAN+ = aN+MAN+ = aMAN+. 
Next, from (*), set nc;(g) = (Z_qp-r1) {.佑(g)= 01, 1店(g)= n, and mc(g) = m, 
respectively. Then g = nc;(g)mc(g)ac(g)n"t,(g), and it follows from Lemma 
10.13(3) that ac(g), nc(g), n店(g),and mc(g) are uniquely determined. Now, since 
(z91,-)g = ma,n and the uniqueness of factors of the lwasawa decomposition 
of F4(20J, 知 (g),nt(g), and mc(g) are given by ac(g) = exp(H((z9p-)g)和1),
唸(g)= n1((zgp-)g), and mc(g) = k((z9p-)g), respectively. Then these equations 
imply that (i), (i), (i), and (iv). Indeed, using Lemma 14.1, 
-((z0p-)gP―IE1) = -4-)(gP―laP-)(P―IEi) = 4-I (gP-I vP-), 
so that I= 2-1 log(4ーl(gP―IaP-)). Because of aQ+(e;) = Q一(e;);a府(e,-)= 
-Fi(e,-), and (9.18), we see 
(z,,p-)-1 = a(expげ(-2―1(L;=0(Q+(e,-) I vgP―) e,-) / (P-I agP―) 
+ <§2 (2―I (L:=1 (Fj (e,-) I a研）e;) / (P-I vgP―)） 
= exp巳(-2-1(こ~=O(Q―(e;)I gP―) e,-)/(gP―Iv戸）
＋ぬ(-r1(I::=1 (Fi (e,-) I gP―) e,-)/(g『 lvP―)）
Moreover, we get nt(g) = n,((z9p-)g) = n1(nc(g)―1g) and 
I J I (z0p-)yn-a,- I = nc(g)―gnt(g)―aG(g) I ―. Hence the result fo]lows. 
Appendix A. The Explicit Formula c-Funct10n of F4(-20) 
11G(g) = 
ロ
Recal n = {1八(J)ltER}.Leto• be the dual of o, and咤 thecomplex-
-1 ． jfication of l', and recal Cl.EL C l C Oc satisfies a(A3(l)) = 1 Let B(・; ・) be the 
Killing form of f4c_20). For;_ E o*, we define the element H;_ En by B(H;.,H) = 
. . * . . •, 
え(H)for al H E o. and the b1Jmear form〈.: • 〉onnc by settmg〈IしJ:1,2〉:＝
B(H;"尻） and extending it tothe whole of Oc by linearity. For any ;,、EOc, we 
define }.~E C by 
ら=(2(え：a〉）／〈(J.,Cl. 〉
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Because of dim吃=dimn=l,-l=2-1らa.We denote m" := dim g,= dim 0 
= 8 and m2" := dim g2,_ = dim(Im 0) = 7, and we define p E t1c;by 
p := r1((dim g泣 +(dim糾 2o:)= 2-L(m,_ + 2m2a)a. 
For). E nc, we consider・thespherical Junction釣 onF4(_20) and the c-jiinction of 
Harish-Chandra on nc-From [5] (cf. [ 14], [ 15),[ 16]), り； is given by 
疇） = j 砂—p)(H(gk)) dk = J e(J.-p)(H(1z)e―(J.+p)(fl(z) dz 
K N― 
for g E F4c_20), and the function c 1sgiven by 
c(J.) := J e―(}十p)(H(z)dz 
N-
Here the measure elk on compact group K is normalized such that the total 
measure is I, and the Haar measures of nilpotent groups N+ and N-are 
normalized such that 
ii(dn) = dz and J e-2p(H(,) dz = L.
N-
LEMMA A.l Let t ER, p Efm 0, x E 0, and l ER. Assume that z = 
exp(多-2(p)+ <!}_,(x) EN-. Then ・ 
(1) H(a1z) = 2-1 log(e―2'(e2t + (xjx))2 + 4(pjp)))Aj(l), 
(2) H(z) = 2―1 log((l + (xlx))2 +4(pjp))Aj(l). 
PROOF. From (9 18) and (9.15), z = u exp多2(p)exp多1(x)a. Put X = 
u exp <§2(P) exp衝(x)uP-.Using uP-= 2(-£1 +£2) -p-, (10 2), and (L0.3), 
we calculate that 
X =-(((xix)+ l)2 + 4(plp))E1 + ((xix) -1)2 + 4(plp))E2 
+ 4(xlx)£3 +町(2((xlx)+ 2p -l)x) 
+ Fi(-2ぇ((xix)-2p + l)) + l芍(-(xlx)2-4(pjp) + 1 +4p) 
Set X=が('1,f汀 3;y1,Y2,y3).Using (10.5), we get (a1rP-IE1)=(a,X)E1 = 
2ー1(1'/i+ f/2)+ ('1 -f/2) cosh(2t) -(ljy3) sinh(2t). Because of 2-1('1 + f/2) = 
-2(xlx), 2-1('1―f/2) = -(xlx)2 -4(pjp) -l, and (ljy3) = -(xjx)2 -4(plp) + 1,
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we calculate that 
(a,zP-I E1) = -e-2'((xlx)2 + 2e2'(xlx) + e41 + 4(plp)) 
= -e-2'((e2, + (xlx))2 + 4(plp)) 
Thus (1) follows from Main Theorem 9.4(i), and substituting 1 = O in (l), we 
obtain (2). □ 
PROPOSITION A.2. AsswneえEa*c, 
0=4―1(m, + 2m訟＋叫 b= 4-l (m,. + 2m2~ ―入a)-
Then there exists the constant C。ERsuch that 
(1) c(え） =C。J (J + (xix))2 + 4(plp)―"dxdp, 
炉 xR'"h
(2) 叫a,)=C。]色((e2'+(xlx))2 + 4(plp)―b 
R"''xR"'h 
(] + (平））i + 4(plp)―0 dxdp 
where rhe measure dx and dp are the Euclidean measure. 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma A.] 
?
From [13, Lemma 7.2), 
B(ゆ砂）＝ー3(こ（（ご~o(D叫D;ej))+ 24(a,-ia;))) 
whereゆ=dりo(D⑫ 2凸 ）＋こt=1A/(a;)with d<p0(D1,D2,DサEb4 and a; E 0. 
We denote Q(¢) := -〈Cl.,CI.〉B(¢,弱） for¢ •'T4(_2o)·Then from direct calculations, 
we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSJTJON A.3. Assume that A E oもpE Im O and.、:E 0. Then Q(釦 (x))
= 2(xlx) and Q(知 (p))= 2(PIP) 
COROLLAR y A .4([ 6],I 17],cf. I l4,Lemma 4. 12 and (4.27)). Assume that 
}. E nc. Then for X E g_な andY E !)_.2~, 
ei.(H{cxp(x+Y))) = (J + r1Q(X))2 + 2Q(Y))4-収a
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REMARK A.5 ([6], [17], cf. [151, [16]). From Proposition A.2(l), changing 
variables to polar coordinates, up to the constant multiple, c(え） is equal to 
「Jot11,-ls112,-l((l + t平+s2)―4ー'().,+11,+2"'2xldsdt 
0 0 
= Jo Jo (s/(1 +り)）12, ー1(l+(s/(1+酬）―4ー'(J.,+m.,+2加）
0 0 
. £11,-l(l + t2)ー2叫 +1ェ）+i dsdt 
00 = J Umi., ー1(1+ u2)ヂ ().,+m,+2J12,)du 
J゜o 11, ーI(I + t2)·-2- •(i.,+111,) dt. 
゜By using the integral formula r xa(l+炉）―(b+l)dx = c廿 [(a+L)/c]「[b-((a -c +・1)/c)]/「(1+ b) 
゜(Re(c)>O;Re(a),Re(b)>-l;Re(b)>Re((a-c+a)/c)), up to the constant 
multiple, this integral is equal to 
(r(}c,/2)「W-a+ m,,_)/4))/(「((心+m砂/2)「(,1_"十m,+ 2m2,,_)/4)). 
These calculations imply the Gindikin and Karpelevich formula of the semisimple 
Lie group F4(-20) which is known (2] (cf. [15, (4.3)], [91). 
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